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Crime data analysis for humanities

 Digital age has made crime data increasingly available to the public

 Patterns in crime data can be analyzed to benefit society and humanities

 Police can use the analytical results from crime data to optimize the 

dispatch of resources

 Residents and visitors can use the patterns from crime data to guide daily 

travel and social meeting



Chosen data for analysis

 Chicago crime data from 2001~2016 with 6,086,589 unique records 

downloaded from Chicago Data Portal

 Each data record contains the following fields: id, case_number, date, 

block, iucr, primary_type, description, location_description, arrest, 

domestic, beat, district, ward, community_area, fbi_code, x_coordinate, 

y_coordinate, year, updated_on, latitude, longitude, location

 Analysis tools: PostgreSQL database + Custom Java/C++ application

 Visualization tools: ArcGIS; R with plotly



Methods and algorithms

 Space-Time Kernel Density Estimation (STKDE) [Delmelle et al]:

 Spatial coordinates: grid based coordinates calculated based on 

conversion formulas from longitude, latitude and zoom level:

 Time coordinates: varied granularities (hour, day, week, month, year)



Efficient STKDE calculation



Displacement graph creation and 

analysis

 Divide a long time period T (say 10 years) into short time intervals t (say a 

month)

 For each short time interval, select top k (say k=5) spatial hot spots based 

on STKDE calculation results

 Create a directed graph with kT/t nodes. Arcs are added between nodes 

representing hot spots of adjacent spatial grids.

 In digraphs so created, a long path of length N represents a hot spot which 

remained a crime hot spot for N months.



Displacement analysis using longest 

path graph algorithm



Visualization of analysis results

 STKDE visualization using ArcGIS

 Visualization of displacement graphs using R with the plotly package



3D Visualization of Yearly STKDE for 

Assault Crimes in Chicago (2011-2016)



Average Monthly Density for Assault 

Crimes in Chicago (2005-2016)



Displacement graphs

Digraph Crime Type Space 

Threshold

#Nodes #Arcs

G1 Assault 1 897 704

G2 Assault 2 1126 1049

G3 Weapons 1 1036 800

G4 Weapons 2 1343 1255

Digraph #Components Largest

Component

Longest path 

length

Ave path 

length

Std of path 

lengths

G1 193 34 18 2.65 2.81

G2 77 177 52 6.01 9.47

G3 236 45 23 2.36 2.75

G4 88 441 102 5.36 14.29



3D Visualization of Monthly Assault Crime 

Hot Spot Displacement Digraph G2



3D Visualization of Monthly Weapon Crime 

Hot Spot Displacement Digraph G3
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